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The United States and the World, 1945-1989
Leaving Certificate Higher Level Active Maths 4
Exploring Science
Importing Into the United States
BIOLOGY Revision for Leaving Cert
Writing an amazing college admission essay is easier than you think! So you're a
high school senior given the task of writing a 650-word personal statement for your
college application. Do you tell the story of your life, or a story from your life? Do
you choose a single moment? If so, which one? The options seem endless. Lucky
for you, they're not. College counselor Ethan Sawyer (aka The College Essay Guy)
will show you that there are only four (really, four!) types of college admission
essays. And all you have to do to figure out which type is best for you is answer
two simple questions: 1. Have you experienced significant challenges in your life?
2. Do you know what you want to be or do in the future? With these questions
providing the building blocks for your essay, Sawyer guides you through the rest of
the process, from choosing a structure to revising your essay, and answers the big
questions that have probably been keeping you up at night: How do I brag in a way
that doesn't sound like bragging? and How do I make my essay, like, deep? Packed
with tips, tricks, exercises, and sample essays from real students who got into their
dream schools, College Essay Essentials is the only college essay guide to make
this complicated process logical, simple, and (dare we say it?) a little bit fun.
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Planet and People
A positive, refreshing, and confident book that compresses a new national strategy
for harvesting our offshore oil and gas endowment, into an off-the-shelf, easily
accessible and fluently written, read. It is produced by over a dozen multidisciplined experts who have combined and collaborated to outline how Ireland can
become more like Norway: independent and free, economically self-sufficient from
Europe and a territory that can develop its own natural resources.

Real World Physics
The book reviews key developments in downy mildew research, including the
disease, its distribution, symptomatology, host range, yield losses, and disease
assessment; the pathogen, its taxonomy, morphology, phylogeny, variability,
sporulation, survival and perpetuation, spore germination, infection, pathogenesis,
seed infection, disease cycle, epidemiology, forecasting, and fine structures. The
book also elaborates the mechanisms of host resistance (biochemical, histological,
genetic, and molecular, including cloning and the mapping of R-genes), disease
resistance breeding strategies, and the genetics of host-parasite interactions. It
explores disease management based on cultural, chemical, biological, host
resistance, and integrated approaches; and provides suggestions for future
research areas. This book offers a comprehensive guide to an economically
important disease, reviewing in detail the extant body of literature. Divided into 16
chapters, each of which includes a wealth of photographs, graphs, histograms,
tables, figures, flow charts, micrographs etc., it represents an invaluable source of
information for all researchers, teachers, students, industrialists, farmers,
policymakers, and all others who are interested in growing healthy and profitable
cruciferous crops all over the world.

Religion for Living
Designed to meet the demands of education programmes, which respond to
continous change in our society.

Own Our Oil
This publication provides an overview of the importing process and contains
general information about import requirements. This edition contains much new
and revised material brought about because of changes in the law, particularly the
Customs Modernization Act. The Customs modernization provisions has
fundamentally altered the process by shifting to the importer the legal
responsibility for declaring the value, classification, and rate of duty applicable to
entered merchandise.Chapters cover entry of goods, informed compliance,
invoices, assessment of duty, classification and value, marking, special
requirements for alcoholic beverages, motor vehicles and boats, import quotas,
fraud, and foreign trade zones.In addition to the material provided by the U. S.
Customs Service, the private commercial publisher of this book has provided a
bonus chapter on how to build a tax-free import-export business.
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Poetry Focus 2022
Primary Science
Business
Autobiography of a Geisha
This established poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level is the
definitive guide to achieving top marks in the 2022 exam. For each poet, Poetry
Focus 2022 provides these unique exam-focused features: Critical Literacy notes
on each poem include a focused discussion of theme and style Writing About the
Poem sections provide graded sample paragraphs with Examiner's Comments,
which help students articulate their responses to the highest standard Examinationstyle Class/Homework Exercises develop effective writing skills UPDATED: Sample
Leaving Cert questions, full essays, plans, marking scheme guidelines and
Examiner's Comments Revision Overviews give a concise and visual summary of
each poet's work Unseen Poetry guidelines, sample questions and answers Free
eBook with this textbook! See inside front cover for details. Extra features in your
eBook: Audio feature exclusive to Poetry Focus: Listen to Brendan Kennelly read all
of his prescribed poems Selected key quotes for each poem in pop-up feature
Additional sample graded paragraphs on each poet with Examiner's Comments
Investigate Further feature provides carefully selected weblinks Digital Resources
for Poetry Focus 2022 are also available to teachers on GillExplore.ie, our
resources platform.

New Engineering Technology
A dynamic, new, exam-focused approach to Leaving Certificate Physics

Biology
Vulnerable Children
A boy on the run from his parents. An old man on the run from his children. They
meet on a train to Dublin and listen to each other's stories. They understand each
other. What will be the result of this new friendship?

Leaving Certificate Geography
Life
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Investigating Physics
Don't just face exams, ace exams! Less Stress More Success gives you all you need
to get the best results you can in your exams. Your complete course condensed,
organised and prioritised, in full-colour, making facts stick and revision easier.
Make those study hours really pay! Keep yourself on track for the exam: Expert
tips on how to maximise your points in the exam Highlights key information for you
In-context exam questions help you apply what you've just learned Concise
revision guide covering both Higher and Ordinary Level courses, with Higher-only
sections clearly identified Full exam breakdown and analysis to help you prioritise
your revision Essential learning points defined at the start of each section All
Mandatory Practical Activities included Exam questions at the end of each section
with marking schemes to help maximise your marks Comprehensive glossary of
definitions and terms for quick reference Comprehensive table of contents for easy
reference

Downy Mildew Disease of Crucifers: Biology, Ecology and
Disease Management
Date Palm Genetic Resources and Utilization
Biology Plus
Leaving Certificate Biology Experiment Book
Sovereignty and Partition 1912-1949
Get the Points!
Leaving Certificate Physics Experiment Book
This book identifies the key strengths trainees must develop in order to achieve
the Professional Standards for the award of QTS. Each chapter covers a core issue
of science teaching and provides a framework of activities at three progressive
levels: Getting Started, Developing Skills and Extending your Skills, within which
trainees can develop as a competent teacher.

Accounting for Senior Cycle
Daideo
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This important 2-volume reference book is the first comprehensive resource
reflecting the current global status and prospects of date palm cultivation by
country. This volume covers Africa and the Americas. Countries included are:
Egypt, Algeria, Sudan, Tunisia, Libya, Morocco, Mauritania, Niger, Cameroon,
Djibouti, Chad, Mali Somalia, Ethiopia, Burkina Faso and Senegal, as well as the
United States of America and the South American countries Chile and Peru. Topics
discussed are: cultivation practices; genetic resources and breeding; conservation
and germplasm banks; cultivar classification and identification based on
morphological and molecular markers; micropropagation and progress toward
scale-up production; and advances in dates processing and marketing. Chapters
are supported by tables and color photographs. Appendixes summarize traits and
distribution of major cultivars, commercial resources of offshoots and in vitro
plants; and institutions and scientific societies concerned with date palm.

Understanding Chemistry
Exploring Science for the New Junior Cycle
Leaving Certificate Physics
Physics Plus
They are laborers, soldiers, refugees, and orphans. In areas of the world torn by
poverty, disease, and war, millions of children are invisible victims, deprived of
home, family, and basic human rights. Their chances for a stable adult life are
extremely slim. The powerful interdisciplinary volume Vulnerable Children brings a
global child-rights perspective to the lives of indigenous, refugee, and minority
children in and from crisis-prone regions. Focusing on self-determination,
education, security, health, and related issues, an international panel of scholars
examines the structural and political sources of children's vulnerabilities and their
effects on development. The book analyzes intervention programs currently in
place and identifies challenges that must be met at both the community and larger
policy levels. These chapters also go a long way to explain the often-blurred line
between vulnerability and resilience. Included in the coverage: Dilemmas of rightsbased approaches to child well-being in an African cultural context. Poverty and
minority children’s education in the U.S.: case study of a Sudanese refugee family.
The heterogeneity of young children’s experiences in Kenya and Brazil. A world
tour of interventions for children of a parent with a psychiatric illness. An
exploration of fosterage of Owambo orphans in Namibia. UNICEF in Colombia:
defending and nurturing childhood in media, public, and policy discourses.
Vulnerable Children is a must-have volume for researchers, graduate students, and
clinicians/professionals/practitioners across a range of fields, including child and
school psychology, social work, maternal and child health, developmental
psychology, anthropology, sociology, social policy, and public health.

College Essay Essentials
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First-person account of the life of a geisha in the middle of the twentieth century.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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